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Abstract Large scale activity-based simulation models inform a variety of transportation and planning
policies using models that often rely on fixed or flexible workplace location in a synthetic population
as input to work related activity, participation, and subsequent destination dependent travel decisions.
Although discrete choice models can estimate workplace location with greater flexibility, disaggregate data
available (e.g., travel surveys) are often too sparse to estimate workplace location at sufficient spatial
detail. Alternatively, aggregated employment data are often readily available at higher spatial resolutions,
but are typically only used in separately estimated ad hoc models, which introduces error if the estimations
have divergent solutions. This paper’s primary contribution is to reduce error by integrating population
synthesis and workplace assignment, yielding a synthetic population with home and work locations included
as attributes. The two are integrated using additional variables shared between population and workplace
assignment (i.e., industry sector), but this increased matrix size can render conventional multilevel person-
household re-weighting methods computational intractable. A secondary contribution is to mitigate this
scalability challenge using more efficient optimization-based re-weighting approaches, substantially reducing
computation time. The proposed process is applied to the Greater Boston Area, generating a population of
4.6-million persons within 1.7-million households across 965 census tract zones. The integrated process is
compared against conventional ad hoc location assignment process, using both classical and contemporary
synthesis techniques of Iterative Proportional Fitting, Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation, and Bayesian
Network simulation. The integrated approach yielded an improvement in workplace location assignment,
with only modest impact on population accuracy.

Keywords population synthesis · workplace assignment · robust regression · joint re-weighting · iterative
proportional fitting

1 Introduction1

Agent-based microsimulation is a mainstay for transportation and land-use planning, using an ever grow-2

ing array of large-scale modeling platforms such as MATSim (Balmer et al., 2009), UrbanSim (Waddell,3

2002), SimMobility (Adnan et al., 2016), ILUTE (Salvini and Miller, 2005; Wagner and Wegener, 2007),4

MUSSA (Martinez and Donoso, 2010), and DaySim (Bowman et al., 2014) to inform a variety of decisions,5

such as policy, investment, and operation. With the field of transportation simulation shifting away from6

classical trip-based approaches towards purely activity-based models, a great deal of research has focused7

on improving the synthesis methods for flexible and accurate dissagregate populations of agents with high8
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spatial resolution of home location. However, workplace location is still an important input to activity-based9

models for work and related travel activity, yet substantially less attention has been given to workplace10

assignment and overall synthesis frameworks. Conventionally, workplace location in a synthetic population11

is assigned using a separately estimated ad hoc model, potentially introducing error by not fitting for both12

targets (i.e., population and workplace location assignment) simultaneously. The motivation of this paper13

is to address the error introduced from divergent population synthesis and workplace assignment estima-14

tions by presenting a framework for integrating these two processes to reduce workplace assignment error.15

In addition, this paper introduces and evaluates a computationally more efficient re-weighting method for16

generating multilevel joint person and household populations. The improved efficiency is necessary for com-17

putational tractability in handling the increased matrix sizes introduced with integrated synthesis. However,18

the optimization-based re-weighting can be used in any multilevel population synthesis, making larger scale19

multilevel population synthesis more scalable in general.20

1.1 Background21

Population synthesis and workplace destination assignment utilize similar joint distribution fitting methods,22

such as Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF), Markov chain Monte-Carlo simulations (MCMC), or Bayesian23

Networks (BN); yet to date the two processes have not been integrated. The benefits of such an integration24

not only provides a more seamless generation and assignment process, but can greatly reduce the potential25

for error. This paper describes such an integration applied to a population of 4.6-million persons and 1.7-26

million households allocated across 965 zones in the Greater Boston Area (GBA). This is achieved through27

a multi-step synthesis process where a joint distribution for a workplace assignment model of home (origin),28

workplace (destination), and industry sector is estimated and then subsequently used as a constraint in the29

joint distribution of persons. The industry sector acts as a shared variable between the workplace and person30

distributions, enabling the joint distribution estimation for population synthesis (e.g., IPF, MCMC, or BN)31

to minimize error in the population with respect to work place assignment, reducing overall workplace32

assignment error in otherwise potentially divergent solutions.33

To ensure a high degree of accuracy is achieved when integrating persons and workplace assignment,34

the linking variable(s) (i.e., industry sector in this case) should be as detailed as possible. However, matrix35

dimensionality increases with detail and the assignment quickly becomes computationally intractable. This36

is particularly true during joint multilevel person-household re-weighting, a re-weighting step for allocating37

persons into household groups with household attributes. Conventionally, this process is achieved using an38

algorithm called Iterative Proportional Updating (IPU); however, this is highly computationally intensive39

and can fail to find a global optimum. This paper aims to fill this gap by proposing an optimization-based40

approach to re-weighting, achieving substantially faster computation times, which allows for a much more41

scalable population synthesis process.42

1.2 Contributions43

This proposed unified process makes two contributions; first by integrating population synthesis and work-44

place assignment, and second by developing a more efficient multilevel person-household re-weighting ap-45

proach to handle the additional population attributes added. The integrated synthesis process is compared46

against conventional ad hoc workplace assignment using both classical synthesis methods of Iterative Pro-47

portional Fitting (IPF), as well as contemporary probabilistic methods of Markov chain Monte Carlo Gibbs48

(MCMC) sampler and Bayesian Networks (BN). Results yield an improvement in workplace assignment in49

the integrated process with only minor loss of person-household accuracy. The different synthesis methods50

also yielded trade-offs, with IPF achieving greater aggregated marginal fit and workplace assignment ac-51

curacy, but less accurate at the microdata joint distribution level compared to MCMC and BN methods.52

The proposed optimization-based multilevel person-household re-weighting method is compared against53

conventional Iterative Proportional Updating (IPU) using a classical quadratic non-negative least squares54

(NNLS) algorithm, a linear optimization of non-negative least deviation (NLAD), and cyclical coordinate55

decent (CCD). The results show the CCD method capable of achieving comparable re-weighting accuracy56

at nearly 1/15 of the time required by IPU. Overall, these two contributions improve the accuracy and scal-57

ability of synthetic population generation, ultimately benefiting agent-based simulation models and their58

applications.59
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2 Literature review60

Despite being able to share common fitting methods in population synthesis and workplace assignment,61

the two are typically performed as completely independent processes due to computational tractability62

or proprietary program scope (Briem et al., 2019). To clearly discuss the two, the following background63

discussion is divided into two main sections of population synthesis and workplace assignment.64

2.1 Population synthesis65

In general, population synthesis methods can be categorized into three broad groups: (1) Iterative Pro-66

portional Fitting, (2) Combinatorial Optimization (CO), and (3) Statistical Learning and Probabilistic67

Simulation-based approaches. The following literature review of population syntheses is structured around68

these three groups.69

2.1.1 Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF)70

Population synthesis data can be cleaved into two distinct types, aggregated and disaggregated data.71

Aggregated data are the totals of a particular subject or variable (e.g., total number of men or women),72

referred to as marginal data. Aggregated population data in the U.S. generally is available from the U.S.73

Census Bureau (U.S. Census Bureau, 2010, 2015), which provides tabulated totals for variables, such as74

totals by age, sex, occupation, etc. Disaggregated data in contrast, are comprised of individual persons75

in the population and their characteristics, referred to as microdata. For decades the backbone of most76

population synthesizers has been IPF, a method for expanding a small microdata sample (called a seed) to77

match marginal totals through an iterative fitting process (Deming et al., 1940; Stephan, 1942; Choupani78

and Mamdoohi, 2016; Pritchard and Miller, 2012).79

Introduced by Deming et al. (1940), IPF is an iterative process used to fit joint distribution cells in80

an n-dimensional contingency table when the marginal totals are known. Mosteller (1968) advanced IPF81

by showing that cross-product ratios could be used to adjust the table while preserving its structure at82

each iteration. Then Ireland and Kullback (1968) further showed that cell probabilities can be estimated83

for multi-way contingency tables, the importance of this is that IPF can be extended to high dimensional84

contingency tables. Wong (1992) tested the utility of IPF for generating populations for geographers, while85

Beckman et al. (1996) was the first to utilize IPF for population synthesis with disaggregated travel demand86

modeling.87

IPF requires initial seed values to begin proportional fitting. Any zero cells in the seed will remain as88

a zero during IPF and not be fitted. There are two types of zero cells, “sampling” zeros that occur when89

there are no representatives captured in the sample (e.g., rare combinations), and “structural” zeros that90

represent impossible combinations in the data (e.g., a head of household that is under aged). The difficulty91

in handling zero cells is the need to preserve structural zeros while adding heterogeneity by filling sampling92

zeros. One solution to the zero cell problem is to simply set a very small arbitrary value (e.g., 0.001) for zero93

cells (Beckman et al., 1996). This allows the cell to be fitted and helps IPF to converge. However, this also94

removes any structural zeros in the seed, introducing the potential for impossible combinations to occur.95

Another solution is to substitute missing cells using values from a larger sample (e.g., the entire study96

area rather than a sub region). In order to ensure proportional unity, the borrowed values are adjusted97

proportionally by the ratio of the sub-sample size to the total sample size (Ye et al., 2009; Guo and Bhat,98

2007).99

2.1.2 Combinatorial Optimization100

Though popular, IPF is not the only technique used in population synthesis. Another classical deterministic101

approach is CO (Openshaw and Rao, 1995; Voas and Williamson, 2000; Abraham et al., 2012). CO treats102

population synthesis as an optimization problem, where the number of representatives in the joint sample103

(i.e., sample weight) is optimized to match the marginal totals. CO also offers the possibility of integer104

optimization, eliminating the need for probabilistic sampling or decimal “integerization” (Lovelace and105

Ballas, 2013). However, a major weakness of using CO is the inherent disregard for attribute association106

and weight (i.e., the frequency of an attribute combination) (Pritchard and Miller, 2012). While IPF will107

preserve patterns in a microdata sample based on frequency, CO will minimize error even if it means setting108

unrealistic weights (e.g., zero). This potentially leads to over-fitting or loss of heterogeneity. In general, CO109

is less common and has several shortcomings, but can provide precise and computationally efficient results110

(Hermes and Poulsen, 2012).111
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2.1.3 Probabilistic Simulation112

IPF and CO rely on classical fitting and re-weighting methods for populations, but more recently a pure113

simulation based probabilistic approach has proven superior in many regards. Rather than determining114

household weights using IPF and then drawing, simulation-based approaches effectively fit and draw samples115

simultaneously by sampling directly with a conditional MCMC. Farooq et al. (2013) used a Gibbs sampler116

to draw from a person level population sample, checking the fit against marginals to achieve a near perfect117

fit.118

A potential weakness in MCMC simulation-based methods is a lack of heterogeneity in the sample,119

meaning that persons or households cannot be synthesized in the population if they are not represented in120

the sample (Farooq et al., 2013). Sun and Erath (2015) proposed a new approach using Bayesian Networks121

(BN) to map and reconstruct the joint conditional probabilities one pair of variables at a time from their122

partials in the population; in effect, reintroducing heterogeneity into the population that may have been123

lost by solely relying on full joint conditionals. This ability to reconstruct populations also means that the124

method requires smaller sample sizes than IPF to achieve a satisfactory level of accuracy. Furthermore,125

unlike IPF or CO which are limited to discrete categorical frequencies, a major benefit of probabilistic126

approaches is the ability to handle continuous variables as well as discrete variables. This not only increases127

flexibility, but can improve scalability by using a single parametric function (e.g., Gaussian) rather many128

small discrete segments.129

Branching from the “expert knowledge” driven approaches of Bayesian Networks, fully unsupervised130

machine learning techniques are becoming increasingly utilized in population synthesis. Saadi et al. (2016)131

employed Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to capture hidden correlations between the diversity of variables132

in subgroups of the population. Machine learning techniques are gaining further attention as agent-based133

models demand increasing detailing synthetic populations, easily exceeding computational limits of IPF,134

MCMC, and BN approaches. Borysov et al. (2019) utilized a variational auto-encoder, which “decodes” a135

machine learned model to overcome scalability issues for very complex populations.136

2.1.4 Synthesizing multilevel populations137

Activity-based models often rely on decisions made at the household level (Guo and Bhat, 2007). For this138

reason it is often necessary to synthesize a multilevel population (i.e., persons and households). Generating139

multilevel populations tends to be one of the most challenging problems in population synthesis. In general,140

multilevel populations are synthesized by drawing households from a joint microdata sample of persons and141

households. The sampled households along with their associated persons are replicated into a pool of joint142

persons and households (Beckman et al., 1996; Auld and Mohammadian, 2010).143

Beckman et al. (1996) estimated joint populations by fitting households using IPF, then used the144

IPF weights to draw from a joint sample. However, using only households leaves person characteristics145

uncontrolled, therefore introducing error. Error was partially mitigated by incorporating broad person level146

variables into households (e.g., number of workers, children, or adults). This also improved through sampling147

algorithms, relation matrices, multiple IPF steps, or improved classification and regression trees (Le et al.,148

2016; Zhu and Ferreira, 2014; Guo and Bhat, 2007; Arentze et al., 2007; Arentze and Timmermans, 2004). Ye149

et al. (2009) provided a breakthrough by proposing a novel fitting algorithm called Iterative Proportional150

Updating (IPU). IPU re-weights households in a microdata sample using separate population weights151

(e.g., from IPF) for persons and households as marginal constraints in the subsequent IPU step. This152

yields a single joint weight that accounts for both persons and households simultaneously. The algorithm is153

performed by structuring the joint person-household sample data into a joint list. The household and person154

types are combinatorial, meaning that there is a unique cell in a matrix for each possible combination of155

household or person variables. Depending on the sample size and possible combinations, the resulting table156

can become an extremely large and sparse matrix, quickly becoming computationally cumbersome.157

Alternatively, sample-less populations may be generated using structured marginals (Barthelemy and158

Toint, 2013) with IPF. The weights are then integerized and replicated to form a near perfect disaggregate159

population (Lovelace et al., 2014; Ballas et al., 2005b,a). However, this destroys the intricate household-160

person relationships that can be extracted organically from a joint sample. Multi-level populations must161

then be reconstructed using an algorithm, but this often comes with a loss of accuracy (Lovelace and162

Dumont, 2016). Sample-based approaches tend to be preferred, largely because public use microdata are163

typically available in most countries where population synthesis is performed. Examples of such data include164

Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) in the United States (U.S. Census Bureau American Community165

Survey, 2015), Public Use Microdata Files (PUMFs) in Canada, and Samples of Anonymised Records166

(SARs) in the United Kingdom.167

While probabilistic simulation based approaches (e.g., BN and MCMC) have yielded superiority in168

synthesizing individual populations, the techniques on their own do not possess the ability to synthesize169
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multilevel populations (e.g., joint person-household). Casati et al. (2015) improved upon MCMC approaches170

by proposing a two-step method using a Gibbs sampler followed by a re-weighting step to satisfy both171

individual and household margins. Sun et al. (2018) further expanded their seminal BN approach to use172

latent class models with rejection sampling to synthesize multilevel populations.173

2.2 Workplace assignment174

Traditional trip-based models allocate aggregated travelers from origins to destinations using an origin-175

destination (OD) assignment matrix fitted with aggregated trip generation data. For example, the number176

of workers that live in each origin and the total number of workers that work in each destination. To fit177

the matrix, the cells in the matrix (i.e., OD pairs) are given an initial weight based on some weighting178

scheme, such as the common “gravity model” (Voorhees, 1956). Most aggregated trip-based models fall179

into this classical model of iterative fitting, but vary by their weighting procedures (Abdel-Aal, 2014),180

such as the maximum entropy (Wilson, 2011), intervening opportunities (Stouffer, 1940), or radiation laws181

(Simini et al., 2012). These models make alternative assumptions or add complexity in order to account for182

a variety of socioeconomic factors. However, these aggregated approaches all rely on IPF and are confined183

to a single trip purpose at a time (e.g., work trips).184

With the development of discrete choice models and the ability to break free from single purpose OD185

matrices, transport modeling has largely shifted away from rigid deterministically fit assignment models186

(McFadden, 1978; Train, 1986; Ben-Akiva and Lerman, 1985). An ever growing family of increasingly187

complex models are being developed to model individual decisions (e.g., for mode, purpose, time of day,188

and destination) (Bowman and Ben-Akiva, 2001; Bowman et al., 1998; Dong et al., 2006; Recker, 2001).189

However, with increased spatial resolution the combinatorial problem quickly becomes intractable. While190

methodologies to deal with the limitations of discrete spatial choice modeling have been proposed (Guevara,191

2010), this still poses a problem to fine grain destination choice models as sample data can become too192

sparse for accurate estimation.193

Major advancements in population synthesis has been achieved through research in recent years, but194

much of the attention has been focused on improving statistical fit in a single region, and not a spatially195

distributed population. Probabilistic methods do not forbid integration of workplace assignment and pop-196

ulation generation per se, but no examples were found in the literature yet. There is however, a burgeoning197

body of literature focused on extracting origin-destination activity behavior of individuals (Nakanishi et al.,198

2018; Anda et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019; Bassolas et al., 2019; Bachir et al., 2019). Such large-scale mobility199

data holds great data-fusion potential (Huang et al., 2018) and practical applications. One particularly200

relevant attempt by Zhang et al. (2019) used passively collected call records to generate a synthetic pop-201

ulation with more detailed home locations. A major step towards breaking free of discrete traffic analysis202

zones.203

3 Methodology204

The proposed methodology makes two contributions, first to integrate population synthesis with workplace205

assignment for improved accuracy, and second to make joint multilevel person-household synthesis more206

scalable through a more efficient optimization based re-weighting approach. The proposed integrated pop-207

ulation synthesis and workplace assignment process is displayed visually through a schematic flowchart in208

Figure 1. In general, the process is divided into four steps: (1) origin-destination-industry synthesis, (2)209

separate person and household synthesis, (3) joint re-weighting, and (4) joint sampling. For comparison,210

the conventional ad hoc workplace assignment is displayed as the dashed line.211

3.1 Integrated synthesis methods212

For comparison, this paper runs the entire process in Figure 1 using three different synthesis methods in steps213

(1) and (2): Iterative Proportional Fitting (IPF), a Markov chain Monte-Carlo Gibbs sampler (MCMC),214

and Bayesian Network based simulation (BN). Within each full generation process, a synthesis method215

(i.e., IPF, MCMC, or BN) is used at three separate instances: persons, households, and origin-destination-216

industry (ODI). The ODI synthesis is performed in step labeled (1) as a pre-processing step. The purpose217

of the pre-processing step is to obtain a multidimensional joint distribution for origin, destination, and218

industry from separate “flat” two-dimensional marginal tables. The resulting joint distribution is then219

subsequently used as a marginal in step (2) for the person level synthesis.220
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Fig. 1: Modeling framework

For further comparison of the proposed integrated assignment, the entire process with each synthesis221

method is run a second time using a conventional workplace assignment process. In conventional assignment,222

steps (1) and (2) are performed independently of each other, where the joint ODI distribution is not used223

as a marginal and skips the second step. Workplace location is then probabilistically assigned directly from224

the ODI distribution after the full population has been synthesized (see the dashed line in Figure 1).225

To perform the integrated workplace assignment when generating a population of persons, a three-226

dimensional matrix was generated for origin, destination, and industry (see Figure 2); however, the process227

is flexible in that it can accommodate higher dimensional matrices by incorporating additional socio-228

demographic stratification. In this case, the three-dimensional matrix is formed by three two-dimensional229

tables of origin by industry (OI), destination by industry (DI), and origin by destination (OD) available230

from the US census. The joint ODI distribution can be obtained either through IPF by treating the tables231

as marginals, or alternatively by calculating the conditional probabilities from the tables and using an232

MCMC sampler to yield the joint probability distribution. Unlike parametric OD assignment models, such233

as the gravity model, the proposed joint distribution for origin-destination-industry (ODI) is created using234

observed ODI totals from census data, meaning that the resulting matrix is already fit to observed empirical235

data, not an assumed model such as the gravity model.236

Fig. 2: Origin-destination-industry conceptualization

Once the origin-destination-industry (ODI) matrix is fitted in step (1), the joint distribution of destina-237

tions can be treated as the destination marginal or partial conditional for persons in step (2). This can be238

imagined on a zone-by-zone basis as taking a slice of the three-dimensional cube for each origin, yielding a239

joint table of workers in each destination by industry. The joint table is then used as a marginal constraint240

(i.e, with IPF) or partial conditional (i.e., with MCMC or BN) along with the person demographic variables241

(e.g., age, gender, industry, destination).242

In conventional workplace assignment, the person-household population is synthesized completely sep-243

arate from the home-workplace location model. In this case, workplace location is not population attribute244

in person synthesis, and is probabilistically assigned after the population has been synthesized.245
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The following three subsections describe the synthesis methods used in steps (1) and (2) with IPF,246

MCMC, and BN in further detail.247

3.1.1 Iterative Proportional Fitting248

Before any IPF step can proceed, the marginals must be checked for consistency between the origin,249

destinations, and person marginals (i.e., the marginal totals are equal). It is possible that the census tables250

will not perfectly match the home-workplace origin and destination data due to sampling error, shifts in251

the population over time, changes in employment, or persons that enter/leave the study region. Although252

the differences may be minor, IPF requires perfect consistency between marginals. The minor differences253

between the OD, OI, and DI marginals can be corrected by proportionally adjusting each marginal to match254

each other. In this case the census tables are assumed to be correct and the origin and destination tables255

are adjusted to match the census tables.256

The adjustment process begins by treating the population marginals as the OI marginal. The OD and257

DI tables will be adjusted to match the census based OI table. The OD table is adjusted first to match258

the OI table, then the DI table is adjusted to match the OD; effectively using the OD table as a bridge259

between origins and destinations. At this point, non-working persons are excluded because the aggregated260

employment data only accounts for employed persons. Once the tables are adjusted, the missing portion of261

non-working persons are added back to the OD, DI, and OI tables using the original total of unemployed262

persons in the population marginals. Since the aggregated data reflects workplace only, the non-working263

person’s origin (i.e., home zone) is counted as also their destination to ensure the totals are consistent. To264

account for trips that leave the study area, the region outside is treated as a single zone with trips being265

counted as going to that zone. Trips entering the study area from outside can be ignored because only trips266

for persons in the study area needed to be synthesized.267

Once the marginals are consistent, the IPF process begins with generating the ODI joint distribution.268

Then once the ODI joint distribution table has been synthesized, it is then used in the second IPF process269

for persons as a marginal for workplace destination.270

3.1.2 Markov chain Monte-Carlo Gibbs sampler271

The MCMC technique used in this paper is a direct Gibbs sampler, which generates a simulated population272

by sequentially drawing each variable from the local conditional probabilities in a Markov chain. Eventually273

with a sufficiently large number of draws, the joint probability distribution will converge as the posterior274

joint distribution. A sufficiently large pool of 1-million random draws were generated for persons and275

households, respectively. However, given that there are 965 census tract zones and 14 industry sectors, the276

ODI distribution (965x965x14 cells) is substantially larger than the person distribution (8x2x5x6x14 cells),277

thus requiring a much larger number of draws (10-million) to ensure that the very small joint probabilities278

are captured. This is further true for the integrated person-destination distribution, which was given 100-279

million draws.280

Full conditional probability tables for the person and household populations can be easily calculated281

directly from the microdata sample. However, microdata for the ODI matrix does not exist, instead partial282

conditionals are formed using the OD, OI, and DI tables. The resulting posterior ODI joint distribution283

and the calculated person conditional probabilities are then treated as partial conditional tables in a second284

MCMC simulation to generate the integrated posterior person-destination distribution.285

Within step (2) (see Figure 1), the posterior joint distribution can be tailored to fit a desired marginal286

for individual census zones using Generalized Raking (Casati et al., 2015; Deville et al., 1993). Generalized287

Raking is functionally similar to IPF in that it adjusts the joint distribution values to satisfy marginal288

totals, but uses regression-like error minimization methods rather than proportional fitting. This provides289

fast fitting, tuning capabilities, and flexible variable handling (e.g., continuous variables), but is generally290

suited for subsequent calibration of a sample rather than baseline synthesis. However, this step can be291

avoided with the integrated process since the population is already allocated to census zones via the ODI292

conditional.293

3.1.3 Bayesian Networks294

Simulating the population with a Bayesian Network is performed similarly to a MCMC Gibbs sampler, but295

instead follows a Bayesian Network of partial conditionals along a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Generally296

there are three methods to construct a Bayesian Network: a data-driven approach where the structure297

and parameters are learned from a data set, an expert-driven approach where the network structure and298

parameters are user defined, or a combination of the two. In this paper the data-driven learning is performed299
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using a “Tabu” search method (Glover, 1989, 1990) as part of the “bnlearn” package (Scutari, 2014). The300

household population network is created using an entirely data-driven learning while the person-destination301

population is created with a hybrid approach. The person population is first created using data-driven302

learning, which is then augmented using the known ODI conditionals. The Bayesian Network used for303

households and person-destination are shown in Figure 3. Since the Bayesian Network must be acyclic,304

care must be taken when constructing a custom network to avoid introducing cyclical loops in the network305

when adding the conditionals.306

(a) Households (b) Person-destination

Fig. 3: Bayesian Networks

3.2 Joint re-weighting307

To generate a multilevel joint population of households and persons in step (3) (see Figure 1), the multi-308

level person and household microdata sample must be re-weighted to fit the separate joint household and309

person-destination distributions previously created. A common re-weighting method is Iterative Propor-310

tional Updating (IPU) (Ye et al., 2009). However, IPU is computationally intensive and can require a very311

long time to converge when given many variables. To improve the computational efficiency of multilevel312

re-weighting, the re-weighting problem is recast as an optimization problem with the objective to minimize313

error.314

The performance using several different optimization algorithms are compared against IPU, specifically315

a classical non-negative least squares (NNLS) algorithm, a simplex based solution to non-negative least316

absolute deviation (NLAD), and a fast gradient descent method.317

3.2.1 Formulation318

The problem can be formulated into an optimization problem by first restructuring the joint multilevel319

person-household microdata into a frequency table, such as the example in Table 1.320

Table 1: Example joint multilevel frequency table

Joint type Microdata person-household sample Joint target
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 b

Household Type 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 35
Household Type 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 45

Person Type 1 1 0 1 3 0 1 124
Person Type 2 1 2 3 0 1 0 137

Each column is an individual record from the person-household microdata sample and each row contains321

the frequency of each joint person or household type in the record. There can be multiple person types322

in each household record, but only one household type (i.e., only one household per household). The joint323

target column is the joint distribution values estimated from the separate person and household synthesis324
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step (i.e., IPF, BN, or MCMC) that the microdata is to be re-weighted to match. From this table, the325

problem may be easily formulated into the familiar Ax = b format, as shown in326

Household Type 1
Household Type 2

Person Type 1
Person Type 2




1 0 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 3 0 1
1 2 3 0 1 0







x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6




=




35
45
124
137


 (1)

where each joint sample is a decision variable a vector of x, the sample household/person type values are
constraints in an A matrix, and the right hand side target values b are the separately synthesized joint
person and household distributions (i.e., from IPF, MCMC, or BN). Two fundamental objective functions
can then be formulated, first to minimize the least square error as

min ||b−Ax||2 (2a)

s.t. x ≥ 0 (2b)

or alternatively to minimize the least absolute deviation as

min |b−Ax| (3a)

s.t. x ≥ 0 (3b)

with the additional non-negative boundary constraint imposed in each to prevent negative weights (there327

cannot be negative persons or households). The NNLS objective in Equation (2) is often solved using a well328

established algorithm developed by Lawson and Hanson (1995). However, given the quadratic nature of329

the formulation, the algorithm quickly becomes computationally inefficient and intractable for large scale330

problems. In contrast, NLAD in Equation (3) remains linear and can be efficiently solved using linear331

programming methods, such as the simplex algorithm.332

Other than computation, the difference between the two formulations is that least squares will find333

the mean value while least absolute deviation will find the median value. This property of least absolute334

deviation makes it resistant to outliers and is often called “robust” regression (Bloomfield and Steiger, 1984;335

Davis and Dunsmuir, 1997). The two objectives functions are analogous to the variable selection technique336

Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) and ridge regression. In this space exists meth-337

ods to handle regularized regression very quickly, such as a hybrid ridge-LASSO called “elastic net” which338

uses cyclical coordinate descent (CCD) of the likelihood function to achieve optimization (Friedman et al.,339

2010; Simon et al., 2011; Friedman et al., 2007).340

This paper compares conventional IPU against the above optimization problem, solved with three341

different methods with the following implementations:342

– IPU was coded as a custom R package in C++ by the authors to provide a competitive performance343

comparison.344

– NNLS utilized an open source software package called “nnls”, which is based on the Lawson and Hanson345

(1995) algorithm and is coded in Fortran (Katharine M. Mullen and Ivo H. M. van Stokkum, 2015).346

– NLAD with linear programming utilizes an open source commercial grade optimization package writ-347

ten in C++ called “Clp”, developed and maintained by Computational Infrastructure for Operations348

Research (COIN-OR) Foundation (2017).349

– CCD utilized an open source software package called “glmnet” (Friedman et al., 2019). The tuning350

parameters were set with a penalty of zero to achieve pure coordinate descent optimization of the351

maximum likelihood function without variable selection.352

The project work flow and data handling is written in R, but the optimization algorithms are coded353

as dedicated functions using the more efficient programming languages and simply executed with R. The354

project and suite of tools used will be made available in a public repository via https://github.com/355

nick-fournier/poptools. In all cases, the joint sample is stored as a sparse matrix in R before being passed356

to the respective algorithms, greatly reducing the required memory and improving overall performance for357

all methods.358

3.3 Joint sampling359

The results for all re-weighting methods are decimal weights for each joint record in the microdata. The360

joint weights can then be used as weighted probabilities to generate the final population with Monte-Carlo361

sampling in step (4) of the process (see Figure 1). This sampling process is no different than with existing362
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methods (e.g., IPU). However, microdata typically does not contain OD information and cannot be re-363

weighted with respect to OD. Instead a simple two step random sampling procedure is used to generate the364

final population. First, joint household-persons are generated by sampling from the microdata using the365

new joint weights. Then from this joint sample, the destination is drawn using the person-destination IPF366

weights as proportional probabilities for each person given their person type. This process is effectively the367

same as with conventional OD assignment, the difference being in how the OD distribution is generated.368

The integrated OD distribution contains all person variables which were jointly fitted while the conventional369

OD distribution only contains industry as a stratified variable.370

4 Application371

The proposed method is applied to obtain a population of 4.6-million people in the Greater Boston Area372

(GBA) with work location incorporated as an attribute of the population. The GBA is defined by the Boston373

Region Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO) Central Transportation Planning Staff (CTPS). The374

GBA consists of 965 census tracts, shown in Figure 4. The following section first describes the data used375

for population synthesis and workplace assignment, followed by the results of this synthesis.

Fig. 4: Boston Metropolitan Area census tracts

376

4.1 Data377

Data utilized in this paper consists of aggregated marginal totals, disaggregated microdata samples, and378

aggregated OD totals by industry. All data are publicly available from the United States Census Bureau,379

and are summarized in Table 2. The marginal tables are provided by the United States Census Bureau’s380

American Community Survey (ACS) (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). As opposed to the decennial census, which381

is a full census collected only every 10 years, the ACS is a program that performs ongoing data collection382

used to estimate adjusted tables for more recent years between decennial census years. The microdata are383

also managed by the ACS program of the United States Census Bureau, referred to as Public Use Microdata384

Samples (PUMS). The PUMS are provided as roughly a five percent sample of the households and persons385

in the population.386

The OD totals are managed by the Center for Economic Studies of the United States Census Bureau387

under the Longitudinal Employer Household Dynamics (LEHD) program. This program also collects home388

and work locations of individuals, with origins and destinations aggregated by various stratification (e.g.,389

industry sector), called the LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES). The LODES data390

provides aggregated OD pair totals for census blocks in a set of data tables stratified by demographics. The391

demographic data stratification are provided for origins or destinations separately, not simultaneously. For392
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Table 2: Data used in population synthesis

Table/Dataset Name Year Program Description
Marginal data

B19001 2015 ACS 5-year Household income
B25124 2015 ACS 5-year Household size and dwelling type
B08201 2015 ACS 5-year Household size and vehicles
B09019 2015 ACS 5-year Relationship to householder
C24050 2015 ACS 5-year Industry & occupation
B01001 2015 ACS 5-year Age & sex

Microdata
ss15pma 2011-2015 PUMS Disaggregate persons sample
ss15hma 2011-2015 PUMS Disaggregate households sample

Origin-Destination data
ma wac S000 JT00 2015 LODES Workplace destination by industry
ma rac S000 JT00 2015 LODES Workplace origin totals by industry
ma od main JT00 2015 LODES Workplace origin-destination totals

example, the total number of workers for each origin-destination pair are provided in one table with two393

separate tables stratified for origin by industry and destination by industry.394

Since both the PUMS and census tables are managed and provided by the U.S. Census Bureau, they395

largely share the same variables and data structure, requiring very little adjustment to make them compat-396

ible. In some cases however, continuous variables (e.g., income and age) in the disaggregated PUMS needs397

to be binned as discrete variables to match the grouping used in the aggregated census tables. Table 3398

summarizes the overall variables used for person and household synthesis for the respective home and work399

locations. The industries and occupations are grouped in Table 4 based the PUMS data using the 2017400

North American Industry Classification System (NAICS), as reported in the U.S. Census (U.S. Census401

Bureau, 2010).402

Table 3: Control variables

Household Person

Vehicles Income Dwelling Members Sex Age Relation Industry Occupation

0 <$15k 1 unit 1 Male 0-9 Head 10-560 10-3540
1 $15k-$25k 2-4 units 2 Female 10-14 Spouse 570-760, 6070-6460 3600-4650, 9800-9830
2 $25k-$35k 5-19 units 3 15-19 Child 770-1060 4700-5940
≥3 $35k-$50k ≥20 units ≥4 20-24 Relative 1070-4060 6000-7630

$50k-$75k 45-54 Non-relative 4070-4660 7700-9750
$75k-$100k 55-64 4670-6060 9800-9830
$100k-$150k >65 6470-6860 0
>$150k 6870-7260

7270-7790
7860-8490
8560-8690
8770-9890
8770-9290
0-9, 9920-9999

Table 4: Code grouping of the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)

Industry sector Occupation

Code range Description Code range Description

10-560 Natural resources 10-3540 Management, business, scientific, and arts
570-760, Transportation and utilities 3600-4650, Service6070-6460 9800-9830
770-1060 Construction 4700-5940 Sales, office, and administration
1070-4060 Manufacturing 6000-7630 Natural resources, construction, and maintenance
4070-4660 Wholesale trade 7700-9750 Production and transportation
4670-6060 Retail trade 9920-9999 None
6470-6860 Information
6870-7260 Finance and real-estate
7270-7790 Professional, scientific, and management
7860-8490 Educational and social-work
8560-8690 Arts and accommodation
8770-9890 Public administration or other
0-9, None9920-9999
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5 Results403

The results are described in three subsections: joint re-weighting method comparison, multilevel person-404

household population generation results, and workplace assignment results. Joint re-weighting results405

present the accuracy and computational performance comparison between IPU, NNLS, NLAD, and CCD406

when performed for a single zone. The subsequent sections then demonstrate the final population and work-407

place assignment results using the CCD re-weighting method. A full population was not generated using408

all re-weighting methods due to the excessive computation time required to synthesize all 965 census tracts409

with the other methods. A comparison between the conventional and integrated workplace assignment is410

presented, but for clarity only the IPF based generation is presented graphically, with the other synthesis411

methods (i.e., MCMC and BN) being presented in a summary table in the final subsection.412

The results are validated using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Root Mean Square Normalized413

Error (RMSN). RMSE is calculated as414

RMSE =

√√√√
n∑

i=1
(b̂i − bi)2

n
(4)

where n is the number of values being compared, b̂i is the estimated value of variable i, and bi is the actual415

values. For example, bi is the frequency of person or household type i. A good fit will yield a small RMSE.416

However, since the following comparisons contain a wide range of values (e.g., between tracts, total region,417

and ODs) a normalized RMSE value is used in order to make the errors more comparable across tests. A418

commonly used alternative is to normalize the RMSE value by the mean b̄ to account for relative error419

between differently sized values, further calculated as420

RMSN =
RMSE

b
(5)

5.1 Joint re-weighting results421

As a general comparison of fitting accuracy, persons and households are jointly re-weighted using the four422

re-weighting methods of (1) NNLS, (2) NLAD, (3) CCD, and (4) IPU for the entire Greater Boston Area423

treated as a single zone. Figure 5 is a comparison of the fit results for the methods. The target values for424

the separately synthesized persons and households (i.e., the b values) are shown on the horizontal axes and425

the vertical axes are the fit results when the joint weights are multiplied by the joint sample matrix (i.e.,426

the Ax result). A good fit will be along the diagonal, meaning that the correct number of both persons and427

households are fitted when Ax = b is evaluated.428

(a) IPU (b) NNLS (c) NLAD (d) CCD

Fig. 5: Comparison of fit by method (1:1 scale)

Note that the weights at this point are decimal values, which is why the results are near perfect. Error429

will be introduced when weights are sampled as discrete persons and households, but as a measure of fitting430

performance that fact is irrelevant at this point. Overall the results appear near identical, with only a minor431

difference in the calculated RMSN. However, some interesting insights emerge upon closer inspection at432

50,000:1 scaled zoom (see Figure 6). At this scale the underlying properties begin to emerge with NLAD433

tends to fit either perfectly or poorly, but NNLS and CCD tend to yield a small yet consistent variation.434

Meanwhile IPU lies somewhere in between, yielding very small consistent variation but also some outliers.435
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(a) IPU (b) NNLS (c) NLAD (d) CCD

Fig. 6: Comparison of fit by method (50,000:1 scale)

All methods achieved an excellent fit results between 3.17×10-2 to 1.34×10-5 RMSN. While the simplex436

algorithm for NLAD will take finite steps to reach a solution, NNLS, IPU, and CCD merely need to reach437

a specified error tolerance threshold. Thus it is possible to achieve better or worse results depending upon438

the threshold set by the users. However, the important distinction is the time it takes for each method to439

reach a similar level of accuracy, as summarized in Table 5.440

Table 5: Computation time comparison of re-weighting methods

Method RMSN Computation time

NNLS [Lawson-Hanson algorithm] 9.57×-5 17.9 hours
IPU 3.17×-2 13.5 minutes
NLAD [simplex algorithm] 1.34×-5 1.6 minutes
CCD 2.32×-5 51.5 seconds

It is clear from the comparison in Table 5 that CCD achieved the best results in computation time.441

Although NLAD managed to achieve a slightly higher level of accuracy in this case, it required nearly442

twice as long. When extrapolated over the 965 census tracts, this additional computation time becomes443

very large. For example, approximately 13 hours for CCD, 25 hours for NLAD, 9 days for IPU, and 2444

years for Lawson-Hanson NNLS. Although this time was cut down through parallel processing, it was still445

intractable to generate a full multilevel synthetic population for all 965 census tracts using all methods and446

would provide relatively little or no improvement. The following full generation results are done using only447

the CCD method, regardless of population synthesis methods (i.e., IPF, MCMC, and BN).448

5.2 Multilevel person-household population generation results449

The population validation is compared from three perspectives: marginal totals for the region, marginal450

totals for each census tract, and the cell level microdata proportions. The marginal comparisons measure451

how well the aggregated variable totals in the synthetic population fit the actual census totals. The cell452

level validation compares the individual combinatorial person and household type frequencies between453

the synthetic population and the PUMS microdata sample. A cell level validation helps ensure that the454

actual individual person and household types (i.e., joint distribution) are properly synthesized and not455

just matching the marginal totals. In general, when a microdata sample is adjusted to match the marginal456

totals it will no longer fit the original microdata sample. For example, a disaggregate population can be457

perfectly synthesized to match the microdata sample using Bayesian Networks, but will fall out of fit if it458

is then raked to fit marginal totals in individual zones. The challenge in population synthesis is expanding459

the sample to match the marginals without destroying too much of the original population’s structure.460

Validation of the final multilevel synthetic population is performed twice, first when using a conventional461

workplace assignment (shown in Figure 7) and then again with the integrated workplace assignment (shown462

in Figure 8). This is done in order to show any impact that the integrated assignment may have on synthesis.463

The marginals can be validated in absolute numbers, meaning whole integer frequencies, but the PUMS464

is only a sample, thus the comparison must be performed as proportions. These comparisons in Figures 7465

and 8 show the final realized population results (i.e., not just weighted fit) on the vertical axes, against the466

expected census totals shown on the horizontal axes.467

The marginal validation is shown at two scales. First for the entire aggregated GBA, achieving an RMSN468

of 0.0283 for conventional workplace assignment and 0.415 for integrated assignment (see Figures 7a and469
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(a) Marginal fit for entire GBA (b) Marginal fit for tracts (c) Cell level validation

Fig. 7: Population generation results with conventional workplace assignment

(a) Marginal fit for entire GBA (b) Marginal fit for tracts (c) Cell level validation

Fig. 8: Population generation results with integrated workplace assignment

8a). Then at the tract level where variables are accounted for each tract separately, achieving an RMSN of470

0.0772 for the conventional assignment and 0.1121 for integrated assignment (see Figures 7b and 8b). The471

cell level comparison achieved an RMSN of 1.6354 for conventional assignment and 1.6561 for integrated472

assignment (see Figures 7c and 8c). It is clear that a possible gain in workplace assignment accuracy can473

come at the expense of person level accuracy with the integrated approach, particularly at the marginal474

census tract level.475

5.3 Origin-destination results476

Results up to this point only considered demographic variables, not workplace assignment. A final check is477

to cross-validate the allocation of synthesized persons to origins and destinations using the LODES origin-478

industry, destination-industry, and origin-destination tables. This is performed at the aggregated level by479

comparing the aggregated totals in the synthetic population to the actual totals in the LODES marginals.480

This comparison is similar to the validation for the synthetic population, but can only be performed at the481

aggregated level because OD microdata at this fine grain resolution is not available.482

Similarly with the demographic population, the workplace assignment validation is performed twice,483

once for conventional workplace assignment (see Figure 9) and again for integrated workplace assignment484

(see Figure 10). The reason that the figures are plotted on different scales is due to the variation between485

origin and destination totals. This is a byproduct of census tracts being delineated roughly by population486

size, but not by employment size; in other words, while residential location is dispersed fairly evenly,487

it is likely that certain census tracts (e.g., downtown) will attract a high concentration of workers and488

others very few. Although RMSN is normalized for comparison across different RMSN calculations, it does489

not normalize between values. This means that large outliers can dominate an RMSN result in an uneven490

distribution since the absolute difference between large values is greater than smaller values. For example, in491

Figures 9b and 10b three points in the upper right corner appear to be very dense employment destinations.492
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(a) Origin-industry allocation (b) Destination-industry allocation (c) Origin-destination allocation

Fig. 9: Conventional workplace assignment results

(a) Origin-industry allocation (b) Destination-industry allocation (c) Origin-destination allocation

Fig. 10: Integrated workplace assignment results

In general, the workplace assignment results improved with the integrated approach over conventional493

assignment. The RMSN of the workplace assignment reduced from 0.472, 0.709, and 1.189 in the conven-494

tional assignment to 0.209, 0.365, and 1.021 in the integrated assignment. This trend is a reversal of what495

occurred for the demographic variables. There still appears to be a substantial amount of points dispersion496

in the origin-industry and origin-destination case compared to the destination-industry case. It is likely497

that this error is a result of discrepancies between the census population and LODES tables (i.e., that the498

industry totals in LODES do not perfect match the industry totals in the census). The overall results when499

compared using other population synthesis methods of MCMC and BN are presented in Table 6.500

Table 6: Summary of RMSN results for all population generation and workplace assignment methods

Method Marginal
totals

Person-household
microdata

Person
microdata

Household
microdata

Origin by
industry

Destination by
industry

Origin by
destination

IPF Conventional 0.077 1.635 1.493 0.934 0.475 0.656 1.318
Integrated 0.112 1.656 1.569 0.935 0.209 0.336 1.127

MCMC Conventional 0.134 1.468 1.504 0.804 0.461 0.692 1.112
Integrated 0.313 1.239 0.605 0.781 0.372 0.974 1.101

BN Conventional 0.137 1.459 1.465 0.807 0.460 0.690 1.105
Integrated 0.381 1.781 2.492 0.781 0.365 1.198 1.178

In general, the results are relatively comparable to each other for all synthesis methods with trade-offs501

depending upon the target measure. For example, integrated IPF yielded a substantial improvement in502

workplace assignment while MCMC and BN achieved a modest or worse fit with an integrated approach.503

The reason for this is uncertain, but it is possible that the sparse discrete origin-destination tables contain504

many local optima, or difficult to reach optima, that cause a Markov chain in MCMC or BN to become505
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stuck in a local optima or not fully converge. Further research in this area is necessary as BN and MCMC506

methods possess the ability to provide superior accuracy and greater flexibility than IPF.507

6 Conclusions508

As travel demand models shift towards pure activity-based models, workplace assignment is still an impor-509

tant input for activity-generation in state-of-the-art microscopic travel demand models. For example, many510

travel related activities take place in conjunction with work trips, such as shopping trips on the way home511

from work or picking up school-age children. Although discrete choice spatial models are possible to use,512

aggregated employment data is often readily available at a higher spatial resolution than in disaggregated513

samples, making the use of classically fit models attractive. This paper presents and applies an integrated514

population synthesis and workplace assignment method using aggregated employment data and an effi-515

cient person-housing matching method based on non-negative least deviation fitting. Such an integrated516

approach can be easily integrated in current common practice in existing models in the United States and517

elsewhere. The specific application described in this paper synthesized a population of 4.6-million people518

and 1.7-million households in the Greater Boston Area, which is ultimately utilized for an energy assess-519

ment simulation of an activity-based demand and multi-modal supply simulation (Fournier et al., 2018).520

The resulting population achieved an overall marginal level fit RMSN of 0.0415, 0.112 at the census tract521

level, and a microdata cell level fit RMSN of 1.656. While the integrated assignment approach resulted522

in a slight loss of population accuracy, it yielded an improved workplace assignment fit over conventional523

assignment with an RMSN of 0.209, 0.365, and 1.021 for origin by industry, destination by industry, and524

origin by destination, respectively.525

The overall application for the population synthesis, workplace assignment, and person-household526

matching achieved good fit results. However, there are several areas of potential refinement. An imme-527

diate area of improvement is to investigate and resolve the noticeable error dispersion among the less528

frequent persons and household types incurred with the integrated assignment process (see Figure 7b). A529

second area worth further investigation is the impact of using an optimization based re-weighting approach530

(i.e., NLAD), as opposed to traditional proportional fitting (i.e., IPU). Where the outlier resistant property531

of NLAD is useful in variable selection (e.g., LASSO), it is uncertain whether this property is beneficial or532

harmful in population synthesis. It could mean that redundant or duplicate person-households records are533

ignored, or that person-household heterogeneity may be reduced in the population.534

Another obvious area of future improvement is to incorporate additional stratification variables other535

than industry (e.g., age and gender). This is likely to improve the workplace assignment by providing536

additional constraints during the fitting process. Additional stratification variables are likely to improve537

results for the BN and MCMC approaches as well, which currently rely entirely upon a single variable to538

link workplace assignment and population variables, as shown in Figure 3. Any error in this linkage will539

propagate throughout the population when the sampler traverses the network during generation. Additional540

linking variables may help resolve the accuracy issues encountered with the BN and MCMC approaches.541

A final proposed future research area, and possibly farther reaching, is to smooth the very fine grain542

discrete LODES data (i.e., small census blocks) into smooth continuous Cartesian coordinates (e.g., latitude543

and longitude or geographic projections) using kernal density estimation. Such a process when coupled with544

flexible probabilistic methods (e.g., BN or MCMC) would obviate the need for cumbersome zone-by-zone545

estimation, thus yielding a zoneless synthetic population allocated to home and work locations stored as546

continuous coordinates. This would be beneficial computationally in reducing generation to a single zone,547

but is also likely to improve accuracy as well because a single large zone is less susceptible to local survey548

error and heterogeneity loss than many small census zones fitted individually.549

The proposed integrated process makes two contributions. First it integrates population synthesis and550

workplace assignment for improved workplace allocation. This minimizes errors that would be introduced551

through independently estimated models. Second, this paper introduces an efficient optimization based552

approach to multilevel joint person-household re-weighting, substantially reducing computation time com-553

pared to the conventional iterative proportional updating (IPU) method. This new re-weighting approach554

makes the integrated process more feasible by being able to efficiently handle additional shared attributes555

in the population and workplace data (e.g., employment).556
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